Working together, anything is possible!
Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. is headquartered in Markham, Ontario and is a subsidiary of Hyundai Motor
Company of Korea. Hyundai markets a full line-up of vehicles in this country – from subcompact to premium
sedans to sport utility and crossovers – and is committed to providing world-class, well-engineered products
paired with a customer shopping and ownership experience that exceed expectations.
At Hyundai Canada we believe our people are the driving force helping to bring our business and culture to the
next level. That’s why we are dedicated to creating a culture that fosters personal and career development,
respect, trust and inclusion, all while having fun! We encourage a culture where innovating, sharing new ideas
and pushing the limits of what we can accomplish together is a daily activity. We are a fast paced environment,
where each day brings new and exciting opportunities and challenges and by working together we are able to
bring a first-class product and experience to our customers.

WHY JOIN OUR TEAM?
Our award-winning culture has been recognized through our Great Place to Work™ certification for the past 4
years. We have been able to achieve this not only thanks to the dedication and commitment of our team
members to our business, but also through a variety of fun activities and opportunities throughout the year
which allow us to build strong engagement! When you join Hyundai Auto Canada Corp., you will become part
of an organization that promotes diversity, inclusion and overall well-being. We offer an excellent benefits
package including RSP matching, flexible start times, maternity leave top up, an attractive vehicle-lease
program, demo vehicles for Managers and education support. We are committed to providing employees with
an experience that will help them grow and develop professionally.
Ideal candidates are self-starters and standout colleagues who thrive in a dynamic environment. If you are
looking to build your career with a growing organization where you can use your knowledge, skills and
talents, consider joining our team!

Hyundai Auto Canada Named A GREAT WORKPLACE in Canada
Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. is proud to be recognized for the third year in a row as
one of the 2020 Best Workplaces™ in Canada. For that, we thank our dedicated and
passionate team members who, together, have built our award-winning culture. Join
our team today!

Hyundai Auto Canada is proud to be an Employer Partner of the Canadian Centre
for Diversity and Inclusion (CCDI). This partnership and the learning resources it
provides our team is one part of our journey to not only working towards a
diversely represented organization but one that also encourages the contribution
of diverse opinions and ideas. We recognize this as a key role in our innovation
and growth and are committed to creating a team based on equal opportunity and
participation for all.

